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Issues of Building Language Resources from the Web

Particular tasks:
I Language identification,
I Character encoding detection,
I Efficient web crawling,
I Boilerplate (unwanted content) removal,
I De-duplication (removal of identical and nearly identical

texts),
I Fighting web spam,
I Text type: topic & genre classification,
I Authorship recognition,
I Storing & indexing of large text collections.

NLPC & Lexical Computing corpus tools:
http://corpus.tools/

http://corpus.tools/


Web Corpora Properties

The web is the largest corpus – ‘Web as Corpus’
(http://sigwac.org.uk/)
Advantages

I huge data
I various types of documents
I current form of written language
I easy to access, low cost

Disadvantages
I unordered, messy
I unwanted content (boilerplate, spam, computer generated)
I duplicates
I errors
I What is inside?

http://sigwac.org.uk/


Definitions of Genre

“A particular style or category of works of art; esp. a type of
literary work characterised by a particular form, style, or purpose.”
– A genral OED definition.

“A set of conventions (regularities) that transcend individual texts,
helping humans to identify the communicative purpose and the context
underlying a document.” – Santini, Mehler, Sharoff: Genres on the Web:
Computational Models and Empirical Studies. Vol. 42. Springer Science
& Business Media, 2010.

Sketch Engine perspective: The users need to know what texts is the
corpus they use based on – language research, building dictionaries,
n-gram models for writing prediction,. . . The genre composition of a
corpus is an important information.



Another Set of Genres?

I Incompatible genres of the BNC, the Brown-family corpora
and any other studies in genre classification

I We also need to represent genres, which are specific to the
Web, such as personal blogs

I A lot of disagreement between the users in assigning the
genres

I We need to start with our own genre typology



Serge Sharoff’s Set of 13 Genres (1 – 3)

Code Label Question to be answered
A1 argumentative To what extent does the text argue to

persuade the reader to support (or re-
nounce) an opinion or a point of view?
(‘Strongly’, for argumentative blogs, ed-
itorials or opinion pieces.)

A4 fictive To what extent is the text’s content fic-
tional? (‘None’ if you judge it to be fac-
tual/informative.)

A7 instructive To what extent does the text aim
at teaching the reader how something
works? (For example, a tutorial or an
FAQ.)



Serge Sharoff’s Set of 13 Genres (4 – 6)

Code Label Question to be answered
A8 hard news To what extent does the text appear to

be an informative report of events recent
at the time of writing? (For example,
a newswire. Information about future
events can be hardnews too. ‘None’ if
a news article only discusses a state of
affairs).

A9 legal To what extent does the text lay down a
contract or specify a set of regulations?
(For example, a law, a contract or copy-
right notices.)

A11 personal To what extent does the text report from
a first-person point of view? (For exam-
ple, a diary-like blog entry.)



Serge Sharoff’s Set of 13 Genres (7 – 9)

Code Label Question to be answered
A12 commercial To what extent does the text promote

a product or service? (For example, an
advert.)

A13 ideology To what extent is the text intended
to promote a political movement, party,
religious faith or other non-commercial
cause? (For example, a political mani-
festo.)

A14 scientific
/technical To what extent would you consider the

text as representing research? (For ex-
ample, a research paper. Also, it can be
‘Partly’ if a news text reports scientific
contents.)



Serge Sharoff’s Set of 13 Genres (10 – 12)

Code Label Question to be answered
A16 informative To what extent does the text provide in-

formation to define a topic? (For exam-
ple, encyclopedic articles or text books).

A17 evaluative To what extent does the text evaluate a
specific entity by endorsing or criticising
it? (For example, by providing a product
review).

A20 appellative To what extent does the text requests
an action from the reader? (‘Strongly’
for requests, calls for papers and other
appellative texts).



Serge Sharoff’s Set of 13 Genres (13)

Code Label Question to be answered
A22 nontext To what extent is the text different from

what is expected to be a normal run-
ning text? (‘Strongly’ for spam, com-
puter generated text, lists of links, online
forms).



Classification Using FastText

fasttext supervised
fasttext predict-prob



Project Workflow

I Serge’s manually selected documents
I Classifier 1, evaluation
I UKWaC classifier 1 most certain documents
I enTenTen15 spam (loans, medicaments, essays, clever, other)
I Manual web search (underrepresented)
I Classifier 2, evaluation
I Active learning proof
I enTenTen13 classifier 2 least certain – active learning
I Manual web search (informative)
I Final classifier, evaluation
I Classifier applied to enTenTen15, evaluation



Annotated Data Collections – By Source



Annotated Data Collections – By Genre



Annotation Interface



Interannotator Agreement – Not High



Classifier Evaluation – 30 Fold Crossvalidation



enTenTen15 Classification – Spam/Genre/Unknown



enTenTen15 Classification – Genres



enTenTen15 Commercial vs. All – Keyword Comparison



enTenTen15 Fictive vs. All – Keyword Comparison



enTenTen15 Hard news vs. All – Keyword Comparison



enTenTen15 Personal vs. All – Keyword Comparison



Removing Spam from enTenTen15 – Indicative Words

Corpus sizes and relative frequencies (number of occurrences per million
words) of selected words in the original enTenTen15 compared to the
same corpus without documents classified as spam:

Count Original Spam removed Kept
Corpus size (documents) 58,438,034 37,810,139 65 %
Corpus size (tokens) 33,144,241,513 18,371,812,861 55 %
“viagra” 229.70 3.42 1 %
“cialis 20 mg” 2.70 0.02 1 %
“aspirin” 5.60 1.50 15 %
“loan” 166.30 48.34 29 %
“payday loan” 24.20 1.10 5 %
“cheap” 295.30 64.30 22 %
“essay” 348.90 33.95 5 %
“essay writing” 26.60 0.57 1 %
“pass the exam” 0.34 0.36 59 %



Original enTenTen15 vs. BNC – Keyword Comparison



Cleaned enTenTen15 vs. BNC – Keyword Comparison



Original vs. Cleaned enTenTen15 – Keyword Comparison



Conclusion
I Genre classifier
I Working active learning scheme (we proved active learning

helps for this more than selecting random documents)
I Separate thresholds for genres favouring precision over recall
I enTenTen15 annotated, more corpora to follow
I Non-text based classifier helps identifying spam
I Future work: Are genre features preserved by machine

translation of texts?
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